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Sector Snapshot: Key Trends in Dealmaking

I have the privilege to introduce the 2024 Citi Commercial 
Bank Sector Snapshot Report on Artificial Intelligence.

Rich with data from PitchBook, the report looks beyond  
the hype around Artificial Intelligence’s (AI) potential and 
assesses market conditions, industry shifts, and key  
trends in investment. 

This raises a number of interesting questions: Can  
the introduction of AI in Enterprise Solutions outweigh  
the cost of innovation and deployment? Will VCs’ push  
into early stage companies continue unabated?  
Will AI continue to fuel all time highs in tech stocks  
and private markets? 

These are some of the areas covered in the report which 
delivers valuable insights and points to the opportunities  
with AI.

Thierry Jenar
Global Head of Digital, Tech and Comms 

Citi Commercial Bank
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AI & machine learning (ML) have exploded in markets, public 
consciousness, and usage in the past 12 to 18 months. NVIDIA, 
a key producer of the specialized chips that power multiple AI 
applications, saw its full-year 2023 revenue increase 126% year 
over year,1 while OpenAI’s ChatGPT hit 100 million weekly users 
in November 2023.2 

In public markets, AI has fueled all-time highs in multiple 
indexes and stocks; in private markets and primarily in  
venture, even as economic and market volatility continue 

1 “NVIDIA Announces Financial Results for Fourth Quarter and Fiscal 2024,” NVIDIA, February 21, 2024.
2 “ChatGPT Continues to Be One of the Fastest-Growing Services Ever,” The Verge, Jon Porter, November 6, 2023.

Introduction
to exact a toll on dealmaking levels and confidence, AI has seen 
significant resilience. 

Venture financing counts have fallen from a remarkable peak of 
8,712 in 2021, yet aggregate VC investment has stayed strong even 
through the first tumultuous months of 2024. Skewed by mega-
rounds such as Amazon’s investment in Anthropic and Microsoft’s 
agreement with OpenAI, such resilience still speaks to the stage 
of the AI adoption cycle, as does the cumulative valuation of all 
private AI unicorns, which is at a record $1.12 trillion.

 *As of 02/20/2024. Source: PitchBook.

Even as the venture market moderates,  
aggregate unicorn valuations hit a peak
Aggregate AI & ML unicorn count and post-money valuation ($B)
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 Deal value ($B)
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AI deal value remains resilient even amid downturn
AI & ML VC deal activity
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https://nvidianews.nvidia.com/news/nvidia-announces-financial-results-for-fourth-quarter-and-fiscal-2024
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Tech companies’ utilization of AI in many core legacy products 
and services, such as Microsoft’s Copilot or Google’s Gemini A, 
has driven many companies’ surges in the past several months. 
Enterprise software remains the focal point for the untapped 
potential of AI agents, and this has been further evidenced by 
the ebbs and flows of enterprise software VC investment  
activity broken out by AI adjacency. 

In the previous hype cycles around AI’s potential, companies in 
enterprise software and AI garnered similar investment rates – 
for example, AI’s $18.0 billion in 2018 relative to $21.0 billion 

Market trends
for enterprise software companies without AI involvement. Even 
amid a market downturn, 2023 saw the first near-equivalency, 
with enterprise software without AI at $22.9 billion and with AI 
at $22.1 billion. 

Although multiple enterprise software companies are focused 
on building their own AI models, borrowing from open-source 
options, the flow of VC shows that AI is gradually proliferating 
across multiple aspects of enterprise software delivery, from 
back-end assembly optimization to automated customer service 
to product design to predictive maintenance for hardware.

*As of 02/20/2024. Source: PitchBook.
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Enterprise increasingly adopts AI
AI VC deal value ($B) by segment
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Early 2024 data shows a convergence in 
financing volume for enterprise and AI
AI VC deal count by segment

*As of 02/20/2024. Source: PitchBook.
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*As of 02/20/2024. Source: PitchBook.

Capital concentrates overwhelmingly in  
North America, skewed by megadeals
Share of AI & ML VC deal value ($B) by region
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Financing metrics reflect both market conditions and industry 
shifts, especially pertaining to concentration. Frontier  
Large Language Models (LLMs) are composed of mostly  
closed-source models created by tech giants that can fund 
massive spending on datasets, infrastructure, and training, 
while VCs are seeking the open-source, cutting-edge AI  
plays that do not have to contend at such scale. 

Late – and growth – stage valuations  
normalize as earlier metrics hold strong

Median AI & ML VC deal value ($M) by stage

*As of 02/20/2024. Note: 2024* venture growth figures are based on a non-normative population size. Source: PitchBook.
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Across the board, valuations hit new highs  
except in a handful of venture-growth deals
Median AI & ML VC post-money valuation ($M) by stage

*As of 02/20/2024. Note: 2013 and 2024* venture growth figures are based on a non-normative population size. Source: PitchBook.
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Importantly, some pundits have noted that AI-driven impacts  
on cloud services can recoup such spending swiftly. For example, 
if Azure for Microsoft grows 3% from AI in Q1 2024 as it did in 
Q2 2023, then that could represent a meaningful portion of 
its investment in OpenAI already. As a result, VCs are splitting 
the difference and pushing early-stage financing medians to 

new highs, while late-stage and venture-growth metrics are 
declining or holding flat as prospects for commercial viability 
are increasingly challenged by incumbents’ deployment of AI 
in multiple products. However, due to the overall prospects for 
commercial value in many sectors with bespoke AI solutions 
founded on proprietary data, valuations keep climbing.

Venture financing is tilting toward  
the late and growth stages
Share of AI & ML VC deal count by stage

*As of 02/20/2024. Source: PitchBook.
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During the more beneficent exit climate of 2021 to early 2022, 
multiple late-to-growth-stage AI businesses went public and 
generated the largest single spike in exit value. However, M&A 
continues to drive the bulk of exit counts. The paucity of exits 
thus far in 2024 for AI companies speaks to the difficult exit 
environment for venture-backed businesses overall, but parsing 
trends through the end of 2023 hints at some rapidly shifting 
trends in the sector. The average of capital raised prior to going 
public dwindled from a peak in 2019, while the median time 
between the final private VC round and going public steadily  
rose by approximately 18 months. 

In tandem, these trends suggest that AI companies and their 
backers are pushing into various frontiers of AI applications 
without raising as much as in the past, as these niche plays (as 
opposed to computation) do not require vast sums of capital.

Key areas of AI that are likely to see significant innovation and 
competition going forward are the overall AI cloud stack across 
enterprise use cases and company sizes, specialized agents with 
attuned risk mechanisms, and more, while tech incumbents 
battle for AI-empowered predominance in their core business 
lines. Thus, once market uncertainty and volatility ebb – which 
may not occur for some time – M&A will likely remain the prime 
driver of exits going forward as some deep-pocketed companies 
turn to acquisition of innovative products and services.

Buyouts continue at a steady trickle, while  
M&A remains paramount
AI & ML VC exit count by type

 *As of 02/20/2024. Source: PitchBook.
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As the IPO boom has faded, so too, have AI exits
AI & ML VC exit value ($B) by type
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Declining averages for VC 
raised showcase a focus  
on less expensive solutions
Median and average venture capital raised 
($M) by AI & ML companies prior to IPO
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About Citi  
Commercial Bank

Methodology: 
PitchBook’s standard reports methodology was utilized for classifying deal types, statuses, and geographies. For classifying verticals or 
sectors, the two industry codes in PitchBook of “business/productivity software” and “automation/workflow software” were combined 
and dubbed “enterprise software.” Using the existing PitchBook AI & ML vertical, each sector was then compared with companies that 
had the AI & ML vertical tagged to those that did not, within the given overall population of the sector. For example, “enterprise software” 
with or without “AI & ML” tags. Only completed transactions were included. 

Citi Commercial Bank provides global 
banking solutions to mid-sized companies 
that are looking to grow rapidly and expand 
internationally. With Citi’s global network, 
comprehensive solutions, and industry 
expertise, we help these businesses succeed 
across a wide variety of industries and  
at most stages of their growth.

https://citi.com/commercialbank

Further Reading:

AI Time 
AI Assistants Are Coming For You 
August 2023

Citi GPS: Unleashing AI 
The AI Arms Race 
September 2023

AI Meetings Human  
Capital (Management) 
Part 3: AI Doom or Boom for Jobs 
February 2024

https://citi.com/commercialbank
https://www.citivelocity.com/rendition/digidoc/eppublic/public/pdfRenderContainer.do?data=ZG9jaWQ9MzAxNzIzNDImdGl0bGU9UVVrZ1ZHbHRaU0E2SUVGSklFRnpjMmx6ZEdGdWRITWdRWEpsSUVOdmJXbHVaeUJHYjNJZ1dXOTEmZGV2aWNlVHlwZT1ERVNLVE9QJnBkZkZpbGVOYW1lPSZwbGF0Zm9ybT0xMDkmc291cmNlX2lkPTAmdmlld09wdGlvbj1wZGZPbmx5JmNoYW5uZWw9Y2l0aXZlbG9jaXR5JnN1YkNoYW5uZWw9V2Vi
https://www.citigroup.com/global/insights/citigps/unleashing-ai
https://www.citivelocity.com/rendition/digidoc/eppublic/public/pdfRenderContainer.do?data=ZG9jaWQ9MzAyMTk0MzUmdGl0bGU9UVVrZ1RXVmxkSE1nU0hWdFlXNGdRMkZ3YVhSaGJDQW9UV0Z1WVdkbGJXVnVkQ2tnVUdGeWRDQXpJRG9nUVVrZ1JHOXZiU0J2Y2lCQ2IyOXRJR1p2Y2lCS2IySnpQdz09JmRldmljZVR5cGU9REVTS1RPUCZwZGZGaWxlTmFtZT0mcGxhdGZvcm09MTA5JnNvdXJjZV9pZD0wJnZpZXdPcHRpb249cGRmT25seSZjaGFubmVsPWNpdGl2ZWxvY2l0eSZzdWJDaGFubmVsPVdlYg==
https://www.citivelocity.com/rendition/digidoc/eppublic/public/pdfRenderContainer.do?data=ZG9jaWQ9MzAyMTk0MzUmdGl0bGU9UVVrZ1RXVmxkSE1nU0hWdFlXNGdRMkZ3YVhSaGJDQW9UV0Z1WVdkbGJXVnVkQ2tnVUdGeWRDQXpJRG9nUVVrZ1JHOXZiU0J2Y2lCQ2IyOXRJR1p2Y2lCS2IySnpQdz09JmRldmljZVR5cGU9REVTS1RPUCZwZGZGaWxlTmFtZT0mcGxhdGZvcm09MTA5JnNvdXJjZV9pZD0wJnZpZXdPcHRpb249cGRmT25seSZjaGFubmVsPWNpdGl2ZWxvY2l0eSZzdWJDaGFubmVsPVdlYg==


This communication: has been prepared by Citibank, N.A. (Citibank) for information and discussion purposes only and is distributed by or through its authorized affiliates (collectively  
with Citibank, the Firm); does not constitute an offer or solicitation to purchase or sell any financial instruments; contains information based on generally available information and, 
although obtained from sources believed by the Firm to be reliable, its accuracy and completeness is not guaranteed. Certain employees of the Firm may have access to or have  
acquired material non public information that may have an impact (positive or negative) on the information contained herein, but that is not available to or known by the author  
of this communication.

The Firm shall have no liability to the user or to third parties, for the quality, accuracy, timeliness, continued availability or completeness of any information herein or any information 
derived here from nor for any special, direct, indirect, punitive, incidental or consequential loss or damage which may be sustained because of the use of such information or otherwise 
arising in connect ion with this communication, provided that this exclusion of liability shall not exclude or limit any liability under any law or regulation applicable to the Firm that may  
not be excluded or restricted.

This communication is not intended to constitute “research” as that term is defined by applicable regulations. Unless otherwise indicated, any reference to a research report or research 
recommendation is not intended to represent the whole report and is not in itself considered a recommendation or research report.

The author of this communication may have discussed the information contained herein with others within the Firm and the author and such other Firm personnel may have already  
acted on the basis of this information (including by trading for the Firm’s proprietary accounts or communicating the information contained herein to other customers of the Firm).  
The Firm performs or see ks to perform investment banking and other services for the issuer of any such financial instruments. The Firm, the Firm’s personnel (including those with  
whom the author may have consulted in the preparation of this communication), and other customers of the Firm may be long or short the financial instruments referred to herein,  
may have acquired such positions at prices and market conditions that are no longer available, and may have interests different or adverse to your interests. You should assume  
that the Firm may be the issuer of, or may trade as principal in, the financial instruments referred to in this communication or other related financial instruments.

The Firm is not acting as your advisor, fiduciary or agent, and is not managing your account. The information herein does not constitute, and the Firm does not provide, investment, 
accounting, tax, financial, regulatory or legal advice, and the Firm makes no recommendation as to the suitability of any of the products or transactions mentioned. Even if we possess 
information as to your objectives in relation to any transaction, series of transactions or trading strategy, this will not be deemed sufficient for any assessment of suitability for you  
of any transaction, series of transactions or trading strategy. Any trading or investment decisions you make are in reliance on your own analysis, objectives, experience, resources and 
judgment and/or that of your advisors and not in reliance on the Firm. Prior to entering into any transaction, you should determine, without reliance on t he Firm, the economic risks or 
merits,as well as the legal, tax, financial, regulatory and accounting characteristics and consequences of the transaction, and that you are able to assume these risks. To the extent  
that this communication concerns tax matters, it is not intended to be used and cannot be used by a taxpayer for the purpose of avoiding penalties that may be imposed by law.  
Any such taxpayer should seek advice based on the taxpayer’s particular circumstances from an independent tax ad visor.

This communication is not intended to forecast or predict future events. Past performance is not a guarantee or indication of future results. Any prices provided herein (other than  
those that are identified as being historical) are indicative only and do not represent firm quotes as to either price or size. You should contact your relationship manager directly if  
you are interested in buying or selling any financial instrument, or in pursuing any trading strategy mentioned herein.

None of the financial instruments mentioned in this communication (unless expressly stated otherwise) are (i) insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation or any other 
governmental authority, or (ii) deposits or other obligations of, or guaranteed by, Citibank or any other insured depository institution. Financial instruments denominated in a foreign 
currency are subject to exchange rate fluctuations, which may have an adverse effect on the price or value of an investment in such products. Investments in financial instruments  
carry significant risk, including the possible loss of the principal amount invested.

This communication contains data compilations, writings and information that are proprietary to the Firm and protected under copyright and other intellectual property laws and may  
not be redistributed or otherwise transmitted by you to any other person for any purpose. This communication may include a description of a trade idea and/or trading strategy based  
on an assessment of current market conditions, which may change quickly. There can be no assurance that any transaction or trading strategy discussed herein will not result in losses 
due to the unpredictability of markets, mistaken assumptions and/or other factors. Certain transactions, including, but not limited to, those involving swaps and options, give rise to 
substantial risk and are not suitable for all investors and/or market participants.

All commercial loans and credit lines are provided by Citibank or its banking or lending affiliates. All credit products are offered subject to satisfaction of Citibank’s underwriting  
guidelines and credit approval. Fees and conditions, including minimum balances, apply to some deposit and other products and services described.

© 2024 Citigroup Inc. Citibank, N.A. Member FDIC. Equal Credit Opportunity Lender. Citi, Citi and Arc Design and other marks used herein are service marks of Citigroup Inc. or its 
affiliates, used and registered throughout the world.

© 2024 Citibank, N.A. (organized under the laws of USA with limited liability) and/or each applicable affiliate. All rights reserved by Citibank, N.A. and/or each applicable affiliate.  
Citi and Arc Design is a trademark and service mark of Citigroup Inc., used and registered throughout the world. 
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